FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PONY CANYON Announces Kuromukuro
Dubbed versions Streaming on Netflix
TOKYO, JAPAN – Dec.16th, 2016 - Audio-visual entertainment company PONY CANYON is
pleased to announce that P.A.WORKS 15th Anniversary anime series Kuromukuro began dubbed
versions streaming via Netflix on December 9th.

These dubbed versions of “Kuromukuro” on Netflix in 9 languages include English, French, Italian,
German, Portuguese, Turkish, Polish, Spanish and Castilian Spanish.
Season 1 (Episodes 1 – 13) is now available and Season 2 (Episodes 14 – 26) will be available
from January 13.
“Kuromukuro” is a 15th Anniversary production of P.A. WORKS. It is directed by Tensai Okamura of
“Nanatsu no Taizai” (The Seven Deadly Sins). All 26 episodes are distributed exclusively by Netflix
on a global basis.

About Kuromukuro
During the construction of the Kurobe Dam, an ancient artifact is discovered. With this discovery,
the United Nations Kurobe Laboratory is established at Kurobe dam and intellectuals from all over
the world are gathered to research the artifact. The children of these researchers, including the
institute head's daughter, Yukina Shirahane, attend Tateyama International High School. One day,
unidentified invaders fall from the sky and commence invasion. Yukina is attacked by one of the
invaders but is saved by a mysterious man who has come out of the artifact, Kennosuke Tokisada
Ouma.
Official HP: http://kuromukuro.com/en/

About PONY CANYON INC.
PONY CANYON INC. celebrating its 50th anniversary this year and has been dedicating itself to the
development and nurture of varied types of entertainment software including production,
manufacture, and distribution of diverse packaged software, as well as digital distribution services
focusing on entertainment. One of the biggest producers/distributors of Blu-rays and DVDs in Japan,
PONY CANYON has been involved in the production of many hit anime titles including Attack on
Titan, Fairy Tail, K-On, and Free!
Visit www.ponycan.us for additional information.
PONYCAN US official Twitter account: @PONYCANUSA
PONYCAN US official Facebook page: facebook.com/PonycanUSA
PONYCAN US contact email address: contact@ponymail.jp

